Tri-Jet Fogger Machine
Watch our video
Easy to use applicator with the most professional results
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Just put the desired amount of cedar oil formula into the fogger tank.
Have a grounded extension cord on hand for mobility.
Click the cover/machine head on back on the tank.
Select the desired setting (see below).
Turn power on and start applying a consistent fog to create your insect free
project.

Fogger Machine

Understanding the VMD (volumetric mean diameter) settings:
Simply put, just set the machine to high for the strongest concentration cedar oil in the mist. Conversely,
set the machine to low for less cedar oil in the mixture to be applied. The machine will adjust to infinite
settings between low and high, similar to the way a rheostat control adjusts the power delivered to a light
bulb.
For those of you who like a little bit more technical understanding, here is another explanation:
Think about the measurable air space that might exist between spheres placed in any enclosure. The
available air would be reduced as the circumference size of any such sphere is decreased. Therefore, a
VMD setting resulting in smaller droplets of any product dispersed into a mist that is discharged from a
fogger machine would, in effect, increase the concentration of active product in the mist.
For example, Imagine you filled a room with basket balls. Now imagine the relationship of the air space
between the basketballs. They have a greater overall amount of open air space between the balls than will
a room full of... say... buckshot would have. This is one way to visualize VMD settings in general when
adjusting the fogger settings. When droplet size is identified as having a low VMD, the air space between
droplets is greatly reduced. Delivery of the active ingredients being applied is therefore increased
substantially. Furthermore, the actual surface measurement of anything being applied in the mist is
increased when factoring in the additional number of droplets (molecules) available.
This is identified as molecular crowding and it is the phenomenon that best delivers your cedar oil product
of choice to effectively eliminate unwanted pests. When using the Cedar Oil Non-Thermal UV Fogger
Machine you get the best coverage known for applying you cedar oil purchase in the concentration of your
choice.
Also Try These Great Cedar Oil Products:

Re-Order From:

www.dgcedaroil.com
Email: cs@dgcedaroil.com
Dr. Ben’s Paws and Claws
16 or 32 oz. Spray

Dr. Ben’s
Ant & Roach
Control
16 oz. Spray

Dr. Ben’s Personal
Insect Repellent
16 oz. Spray

759 S. State College Blvd. Unit 8
Fullerton, CA 92831
Phone: 714-729-4290 Fax: 714-582-7558

Dr. Ben’s Evictor
One Gallon
Ready to Use

Nature’s Defender
PCO Choice
Concentrate for
Outdoor Use

Hose End Sprayer

